FROM THE EDITOR
It’s here! Arizona Bike Week! Nothing
goes together better than beautiful women
and hot bikes and Playtime has covered
it all. As most of you know, for 2 weeks in
early April every year, The Valley is taken
over by thousands of bikers from all over
the country. We have done our very best
to bring you the happenings of Bike Week
from every perspective possible, from the
rides to the parties...and Playtime will be
there to cover the biggest events of the
two weeks!
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This month’s celebrity is the extremely
well known, Mary Carey! Some of you
know her as the Adult Star who ran for
Governor of California, some of you will
know her from her run on Dr. Drew’s “Celebrity Rehab” on VH1 and the rest of you
will know her from some of the hottest sex
scenes ever recorded! Either way, she
brings to Arizona the class and sexuality
that Playtime can’t get enough of! Thank
you Mary!
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with...and we are sure you will agree!
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bike week! Slow down....curves ahead!!
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PLAYTIME, as always, wants to know
YOUR thoughts, ideas and opinions for
the magazine. Feel free to email me directly at Editor@Playtime.com

We would like YOUR
involvement in Playtime,
below is how to interact
with us.
If you are having an event you would
like us to cover in Playtime, email us
at Events@Playtime.com
Have a story you want to
see in Playtime, email it to
Articles@Playtime.com
Are you the hottest model around
and want to be published? Email
us a couple of really hot photos to
Models@Playtime.com
Looking for a Career? We are always
looking for Writers, Designers, Sales
Reps and Photographers. Email your
resume to: Careers@Playtime.com.
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DR. DICK

GO AHEAD...ASK

Dr.
Dick
Q: Should it hurt when I pee?
-- Pete
A: Only if you’re standing in the
middle of a cactus patch while
you’re doing it.

Q: Is vaginal soap better to use
than regular soap?
-- Ms. Clean
A: I suppose that depends on
what you’re using it for. Would
you use toothpaste to wash your
hair? Being a Dick, I don’t have
much call for vaginal soap. I just
use shampoo like most guys
do...

A: Wha... huh? You want to be
impotent? Or you want it to cure
your impotence? Either way
you’re barking up the wrong
tree. Ginkgo Biloba is used by
you New Age types to stimulate the brain and enhance the
memory. Despite the fact that
your problem seems to stem
from THINKING way too much, if
you want to get the old test tube
bubbling again, you’ll have to
use Viagra like everyone else.

Q: What’s the difference between a good kisser and a bad
kisser? -- Smooch
A: One has lips.

Q: How do you feel about a 5’1”
woman who weighs 230 lbs and
LOVES to have sex?
-- Big n Wet
A: Smothered.

Q: Sometimes when I have anal
sex it hurts a lot and there’s a
little bit of blood. What can I do?
-- Sore Butt
A: Stop having anal sex.

Q: I’m interested in taking
Ginkgo Biloba, used to facilitate
peripheral circulation, to aid in
physiological impotence. Any
feedback?
-- Phillip M.

Dr Dick is a syndicated charlatan
and author of the book, Sexual
Problems: You’re A Loser If You
Have Them. The book has yet to
be printed, but hopes are high that
it will be, eventually. If you have
a problem that you think only Dr.
Dick can answer, send it to Ask
Dr. Dick, 3045 East Main Street.
Mesa, AZ 85213. Or send e-mail c/o
artdirector@playtime.com
The opinions expressed by Dr.
Dick are not necessarily those of
Playtime Entertainment and they
refuse to accept any blame for
anybody stupid enough to take his
advice.

WHAT’S NEWS >>>>>>>
STRANGE WEB NEWS FROM AROUND THE WORLD

Romanian Street Sign Warns
Drivers of ‘Drunk Pedestrians’
Street signs warning Romanian drivers to be careful of drunken pedestrians lying on roads were erected by road safety chiefs worried about the
“despairing” levels of accidents. The 10 bright red signs were erected
by worried road safety officials in popular areas of the town of Pecica.
Officials in Pecica, a village town about 13 miles from the Hungarian
border in the country’s west, ordered the bright red signs, complete with
the phrase “Attention - Drunks”.
The 10 road signs, which also show a person crawling on their knees
while clutching a glass in one hand, were erected in popular nightspot areas close to the city’s bars and restaurants. Peter Antal, the
Pecica Mayor, said the idea came after he visited an unnamed town
in Germany, which had installed similar signs. He said officials took
action after a “despairing” number of accidents in the town, which has
a population of about 13,000, caused by drunken revellers, with some
even resulting in fatalities. He said it was not motorists’ fault but blamed
the town’s pedestrians, many of whom were not able to look out for
themselves as they walked around the town, which is more than 300
miles west of the Romanian capital Bucharest. “We are a border town
and have lots of cars thundering through here all the time,” he told
local media. “But we also have a very vibrant nightlife and the two don’t
mix. We have to target the drivers because by the time they get to this
state, the pedestrians are beyond caring. In recent years… some traffic
accidents (have) resulted, in some cases, even with deceased (people).

New Zealander Auctions
“Ghosts” in a Bottle
A New Zealand woman sold two vials that she said
contained the ghosts of an old man and a young
girl for almost NZ$2,000 ($1,410) after a fiercely
contested online auction. Avie Woodbury from
Christchurch told TVNZ that she captured the spirits after an exorcism session of her house and for
which she paid roughly $100. Woodbury then put
the ghosts into holy water and stored them in separate vials before deciding to auction them.
The web page for the sale attracted more than
200,000 views before the auction ended on Monday
after a week. Woodbury said all proceeds from the
auction, minus the exorcist’s fee, would be donated
to an animal charity. “I would get things like the
jug boiling itself, touching on the back of my neck,
voices from other rooms, and items going missing
then turning up in weird places,” she said. “I just want to get rid of them
as they scare me. But someone might like these to play with,” she said.
Woodbury said she felt a better vibe in her house after the exorcism.
“Whether it is psychological or not but I definitely felt a new vibe in the
house,” she told TVNZ. The winning bidder was an electronic cigarette
company, which local newspapers said was now asking for ideas on
what to do with the vials.
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“We have thought about different options (on how) we can stop this and
we decided that first step was to mount these signs. We must warn drivers that sometimes people who have little control over their actions can
suddenly appear in the road.”
He denied the signs would send out the wrong message to the town’s
residents, claiming they were a “positive contribution”. Residents said
they found the signs amusing.

THE MORE YOU KNOW...
The word gymnasium comes from the Greek word
gynmazien, which means “to exercise naked.”
It is believed that Beethoven’s deafness was caused
by syphilis.
The first two hours after orgasm are the riskiest if
a person is going to die from a heart attack due to
sex.
In Florida, having sexual relations with a porcupine
is illegal.
Forty-three percent of women admit to having had
heterosexual Anal sex.
In order to be considered legal, shops which sell
pornography in India are known as “museums.”
Sexual release caused by having small insects crawl
on the genitals is known as formicophilia.
In 1995 a Hong Kong Chi Kung master named Mo
Ka Wang lifted over 250 pounds of weight two feet
off the ground using only his erect penis.
According to the Kama Sutra, a mixture of camel’s
milk and honey will keep a man erect night
and day.

TOP TEN
Things You Don’t Say to a

Biker
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Is it okay if I ask your girlfriend out?
Dude...you should sue the guy that gave
you that tattoo.
Sorry, but I knocked your bike over with
my car in the parking lot.
So, is your name “Sonny” or “Sunny”?
Oh, yeah? Well let’s settle this outside.
What’s the matter...can’t you afford a car?
Me? I ride a Honda Elite.
I’m from P.E.T.A. and I’d like to talk to you
about all this leather you’re wearing.
You know, long hair really isn’t in style
anymore.
I forget now...How’d that Stones concert
at Altamont in the 60’s go for you guys?

SHOTGUN BETTY’S

If you’re one of the thousands of patrons that enjoy the night life
in Old Town Scottsdale on a weekly basis, but have been looking
for a bar to kick your boots up at, I have news for you; there’s a
new Sheriff in town. Owner Todd Borowsky has brought the old
west feel of a saloon and the rock and roll vibe of Coyote Ugly
into the heart of Old Town Scottsdale with his new aptly described
“Rock and Roll Saloon”, Shotgun Betty’s. Upon walking through
the saloon style doors at Shotgun Betty’s, one might struggle
to decide what to take in next; whether it be the various flags or
bull horns on the walls and ceiling, the kick-ass Harley Davidson
mounted as the bar’s center piece, or the smoking hot bartenders
pole dancing on the bar, there’s definitely no shortage of scenery
to admire as you settle in to the unique environment that Shotgun
Betty’s has to offer.
Taking over the space that used to be DrinX, Shotgun Betty’s has emerged
after a quick renovation as a bar with an Old Town meets the Wild West kind of
atmosphere. The crowd is diverse, the music has a nice balance of Rock and

W RITTEN BY BR ENT HA L L
P H O TOS BY DAVID BR A N D T
H AIR & MAK EU P BY CH A N EL WA R WI C K
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SHOTGUN BETTY’S
Country, and the bartenders are not only aesthetically pleasing, but good at
what they do both on top of and behind the bar. The drinks are served quickly
with a smile and even if you find yourself waiting behind a wall of people, you
can take a break to play a round on Golden Tee or test your aim with Big Buck
Hunter 3D. Additionally, Shotgun Betty’s has booth tables set up along the
East and West walls so if waiting at the bar isn’t your style keep an eye out for
an open booth. If you spot an open booth, seize it, relax, and let one of the
many cocktail waitresses take care of you for the night. They are prompt with
their table service, personable, and do a great job making sure your drinks
are always filled. A special shout out to Jaimie, our waitress that evening, who
did a phenomenal job taking care of my friends and I. If any of the readers out
there are lucky enough to get this bombshell brunette taking care of you for
the night, make sure you take care of her at the end of the night!
During my time at Shotgun Betty’s I heard a variety of Rock and Country
music spanning from Motley Crue’s “Girls, Girls, Girls”, to Charlie Daniel’s
“The Devil Went Down to Georgia” (which was complemented by a choreographed bar dance from the bartenders, true Coyote Ugly style), and Rage
Against the Machine’s “Killing in the Name of”. While every song may not
have had a choreographed dance to go with it, the bartenders were constantly switching in and out, balancing drink serving and pole dancing duties. I feel
this is an appropriate time to let all the readers out there know that
Shotgun Betty’s has the hottest bartenders in town, hands
down. I can say this as a matter of fact because I had the
pleasure of watching each bartender get up on the bar
and pole dance in time with whatever Rock or Country
song was playing. Dressed in daisy duke shorts and
stylishly ripped up shirts, these gorgeous bartenders
didn’t hold anything back once they got on the bar.
They had both men and women alike gawking at their
tight bodies being wrapped around the pole, proving
that this wasn’t their first rodeo, if you will.
Outfitted from head to toe in sexy cowgirl attire, these
beauties were something to admire. The Daisy Duke Shorts
and tight fitting mid-drift t-shirts leave little to the imagination. On the other hand, many were outfitted with a holstered
gun, which leaves much to the imagination if you give them
cause to hold you at gun point. Additionally, the bartenders were as diverse as the crowd, guaranteeing you’ll
find something you like amongst the drink pouring, pole
dancing staff. Their cowboy boots echoed throughout
the bar as they stomped out to the rhythm of the song,
commanding attention and respect. I even witnessed
a few dancers accepting tips with true stripper style,
so don’t be shy if you like what you see, and I can
guarantee you will.
At the time of writing this review, Shotgun
Betty’s has only been open for four weeks,
but one wouldn’t be able to tell by
the packed crowd on a Thursday
night. After speaking with a couple
bartenders and other individuals
around the bar, I was informed
that the packed crowd is a

Continued on next page
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nightly occurrence, so if you’re sitting around itching to
go out, but can’t decide what bar would be a good spot
to hit, give Shotgun Betty’s a try. Monday night is also
Industry Night, so if you’re in the hospitality business
or just plain busy during the weekend and are looking for a place to grab a drink Monday night, Shotgun
Betty’s is the place to be. There’s never a dull night at

Shotgun Betty’s and you’re bound to have a good time.
Additionally, Shotgun Betty’s is open every day at 6am
for breakfast and they stay open until last call at 2am,
so whether you’re just getting off the night shift or looking to hit happy hour, Shotgun Betty’s can fulfill those
needs with some down home style.
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PHOTOGRAPHY BY : DAVEED BENITO
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WARDROBE : 7th HEAVEN

MYA JANE

Brigitte & Her Staff with their New Shredder Bike

BIKER PROFILE

BIKE BUILDER

PROFILE

BRIGITTE BOURGET

Born and raised in the small town of Chino
Valley, Arizona, Brigitte Bourget credits her small
town mentality for the success that Bourget’s
Bike Works has seen throughout its existence.
“I grew up around dirt bikes and my uncles and
dad always had a Harley”, Brigitte recalls of her
childhood. She first felt the adrenaline rush of the
ride when she taught herself how to ride her brothers dirt bike, against her parents wishes, and
claims she has a few scars to prove it. “I’m a little
bit of an adrenaline junkie”, Brigitte admits, “but I’m
not going to say I have no fear, I have respect”, she
acknowledges of the dangers associated with riding motorcycles. As she grew up, Brigitte formed
a strong work ethic, which she credits to her small
town upbringing, and initially focused her efforts on
secretarial skills.
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She learned how to type and write short hand while working in an
office supply store, but admits she was simply following the norms
for being a working female at that time. “That’s what girls did, we
became secretaries” Brigitte recalls, but when she entered the real
world and realized what kinds of possibilities were out there, that
soon became a distant memory of her professional past.
Fast forward to today and Brigitte is now at the head of one of the
most successful custom motorcycle shops in the nation, Bourget’s
Bike Works. Established in 1993 in what Brigitte describes as a three
car garage, Bourget’s Bike Works now has dealers all around the
nation, spanning from Arizona to New York, and is one of the premier
names for custom motorcycles. Bourget’s Bike Works currently has
27 employees, which Brigitte prefers when compared to the 150
employees Bourget’s had during the economic boom from 2003 to
2005, because of the personalized service Bourget’s prides itself on.
“At this level, customers expect to be taken care of”, Brigitte explains,
and she practices what she preaches by being available on a daily
basis in the office. You would have a hard time contacting the owner
of any other major automobile manufacturer, but due to the relatively
small amount of staff at Bourget’s, customers can expect to be welcomed on a first name basis. Similarly, Brigitte maintains this level

Bourget’s has worked itself
to the top of the industry by
always staying ahead of the
curve in regards to coming
up with new products, concepts, and ideas as well as
offering the highest level of
customer service.

of personal rapport not only with her clientele, but
with her employees as well. Brigitte makes it a point
to say, “I don’t like people saying they work for me,
I like them to say they work with me”. This kind of
tight knit family mentality can be found throughout
the employee base as most of the managerial staff
has been with the company for over a decade.
Bourget’s has worked itself to the top of the industry
by always staying ahead of the curve in regards to
coming up with new products, concepts, and ideas
as well as offering the highest level of customer
service. Bourget’s Bike Works currently holds patents for the drop seat design as well as the innovative jackshaft design consisting of a two pulley
system, which allows the motor and transmission
to be center mounted, producing a perfectly balanced bike. Admittedly, I don’t know much about
the mechanics that goes into building a custom
bike like the products that Bourget’s produces, but
after speaking with Brigitte I felt like I could put one
together from scratch. Brigitte’s knowledge of the
mechanics has been her primary weapon when it
comes to dispelling the stereotype that she doesn’t
know anything about the bikes just because she is a
woman. She noted multiple times during Bourget’s
17 year history when a customer would call in or
come into the shop and immediately ask for a
guy to speak with or be hesitant to even approach
her with questions because she is a female. That
doesn’t last long though, because it only takes a
few comments about the bikes to get her message
across as she states, “hey you know what, I know
what I’m talking about”. Brigitte won’t take all the
credit though, admitting “it’s been hard, but thank
goodness that I’ve had employees and dealers that
have been here forever”.
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BY: JAI ME’ EN FUEGO

There are few freedoms quite like the ultimate allure of the road. That exhilarating
feeling of heading on a journey into the unknown and seeing everything you can along
the way has fueled the souls of many men. Fonda and Hopper set the pop culture
standard over 40 years ago that a real motorcycle is the absolute coolest way to do
this type of serious exploring. And one ride through the great state of Arizona’s vastly
varied landscape, ranging from snow covered forests and mountains to heat seared
cactus and sand, is reason enough for anyone to realize why generation after generation have been drawn to the majestic views on its famous, sprawling highways.

While most cities in the massive metropolitan
Phoenix area retain little resemblance to their
desert identity, opting instead to embody
modern technological advancements, just
to the northeast the quaint town of Cave
Creek does its best to remain against the
grain. Originally named after a small stream
Native Americans used to water their crops
that makes its way down from the upper
hills to form an open mouthed cavern close
by the modern day town itself, Cave Creek
saw a population explosion in the mid-1800’s
when the California gold rush fever seeped
its way into parts of Arizona. This brought
with it the United States Army to attempt at
easing increasing violent tensions between
the new saturation of prospectors and nearby
Tonto Apache raiders. The next hundred
years brought with it a mixed bag of ups and
downs for the area’s fortunes, but once Cave
Creek Road was finally finished being paved
in 1952, connecting the town to the rapidly
growing state capital city of Phoenix, there
has been no need to look back at its humble
beginnings again.

Today, Cave Creek embodies a rather wonderfully laid back vibe that lies somewhere
between the wild, wild west of the notorious
Tombstone and the dreamy romanticism of
Winslow that The Eagles paid such sincere
homage to in one of their most well known
songs. Dwelling in between Phoenix’s mountainous Valley of the Sun and the hypnotic
Prescott-Sedona area gives the geographic
spot’s near 5,000 residents a taste of the best
of both worlds, with a prevalent art and vibrant
counterculture scene, but also some of the
most tranquil locales and shimmering sights
of the city to see. Appearances here really
are magically captivating.
Such enticing qualities bring a wide variety
of travelers to the town of Cave Creek, but
those truly in the know will be certain to seek
out one of Arizona’s premier rider spots since
1998, the Hideaway Grill. Mark Bradshaw is
the proud owner of this world renowned destination when rolling out of the big city to grab
some great grubbage (second to none pizza
pies, burgers, hot dogs and sandwiches) and
CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE....
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drizzle down some delicious drinks. An Arizona original, Mark
grew up in Scottsdale after moving to the Valley from Peoria,
Illinois when he was just 6 months old. Riding dirt bikes outside
of the city was when Mark first encountered the Cave Creek
area and the bond still remains to this day. Coming from a family that kept him surrounded by riding, including his father and
brothers, it was only natural that Mark would obtain both his
motorcycle license and normal driver’s license at the same time
on his 16th birthday. As years passed his passion would grow
greater and take him on rides all over the country, and even the
world, yet no matter how far he would travel he “always seemed
to end up back in Arizona”. After years of riding his Harley to
Cave Creek, he finally decided to take up permanent residence
there and opened up his dream bar, claiming that journeys up
and down the west coast may be beautiful, but that Arizona truly
has a special charm all its own, along with some of the nation’s
nicest riding, too.
In it’s ten plus years of existence, one of the Hideaway Grill’s
most noteworthy accomplishments, besides purveying fantastic
food and a chill, relaxed atmosphere, has been helping to spearhead the annual Arizona Bike Week, whose 2010 incarnation will
invade Westworld of Scottsdale for ten wild days from April 9th
through the 18th. The enormous event is one of the biggest of
its kind in the entire country, so large in fact that’s it has to be
separated into two five day halves: the “Pre Rally Days” and the
main event itself “Cyclefest at Westworld,” with the Hideaway
participating every single day and every step of the way.
The first five days serve as a precursor to give the legions of
transplanted riders that are making the trip from far and wide
an opportunity to get acquainted with not only each other, but
also the gorgeous local surroundings which are considered
some of the best riding terrain in the United States. Notable
“Pre Rally Days” events will include a daily breakfast social at
Over Easy featuring special recipes of “Over Easy Rider” french
toast (caramelized banana with pecans or peanut butter and
jelly being two of the more interesting options) that rotates each
day along with Blood Mary specials and other premium spirits
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on the North Scottsdale location’s outdoor patio, a mere two minutes
from Westworld. On days one and two Chester’s Harley Davidson
Backstage Biker Bash IV returns to Mesa with bold promises of
booze, babes, mayhem and much more, like musical performances
by metal madmen JACKAL and country rockers THE MARSHALL
TUCKER BAND on April 9th and 10th respectively. Another terrific cause not to be ignored is Joeta’s Leather Lost Treasure Ride
Presented By Arizona Ribbon Riders, a 5 Stop, 100 mile scavenger
hunt boasting a grand prize of $1,000 in recently minted gold plated
coins with all proceeds going to Virginia G. Piper Cancer Center in
Scottsdale to help in the ongoing fight against breast cancer, which
any loyal PLAYTIME reader who might have recently bought a “Save
the Tatas” bumper sticker should happily rally behind.
Once all the riders have got the chance to get settled in, the real fun
begins on Wednesday, April 14 when the first official day of the 14th
annual Arizona Bike Week Cyclefest commences at Westworld in
Scottsdale. This will especially prove to be a very monumental day
for our aforementioned AZ die hard Mark Bradshaw, as he becomes
the lucky recipient of the prestigious “Bike Week Hero Tribute” for
his ongoing contributions and dedication to the Arizona riding community at 7:30pm that evening. Humbly and graciously, Mark strictly
stresses leading up to the event that he “feels like the luckiest person

in the world for being able to do something I love. It doesn’t even
feel like work.” Afterwards, the festivities will be followed by a no
doubt raucous performance from Mötley Crüe lead singer Vince Neil,
who’s group made a name or two for themselves in the early 1980’s
Los Angeles hard rock music scene, pushing numerous buttons
with glam metal numbers like “Dr. Feelgood,” “Girls, Girls, Girls” and
“Wildside.”
Obviously most importantly, are the amount and quality of the cycles
on display, and the jaw dropping assortment of models. Courtesy
of the top out of state builders, vendors and manufacturers, these
bikes don’t disappoint,. In addition, you can expect big name demo
rides from the likes of Harley Davidson, Boss Hoss, Kymco USA,
Star Motorcycles, Can Am, and even Kawasaki. Also be sure not to
miss one more chance for something surely special by joining Mark
Bradshaw and his awesomely accommodating staff at the Hideaway
for “Cave Creek Day” on Saturday, April 17. Arizona’s best local custom builders will have their coolest, latest creations on hand all day
long and a troop of expectedly sexy Coors Light Girls will be in attendance for a full day of hearty partying. It all leads up to around 6pm
when everyone will be heading down Scottsdale Road for a brief 20
minute ride back to Westworld to watch blues guitar legend George
Thorogood and his Delaware Destroyers literally tear down the roof

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE....

of the Handlebar Saloon. Who could ever forget the
song after the scene with the California Governator
in that biker bar from Terminator 2: Judgment Day as
Thorogood wails away on his signature song “Bad To
The Bone?” In fact, it’s highly likely for there to be a
serious shortage of bourbon, scotch and maybe even
beer as well if they’re not careful. Should be an excellent time either way.
So whether you’re making an appearance on a single
day of Arizona Bike Week, or if you’re lucky enough
to catch something during all ten, the camaraderie of
this community is what likely will leave the most lasting
impression, wether you’ve ridden all your life like Mark
Bradshaw, or are just now realizing your interest. The
wide range of wonderful people your given the ability to
become acquainted with at such an enormous social
event could bring about some of the most lasting and
genuine connections of a lifetime. The fact that the
Hideaway Grill receives postcards addressed solely to
“Somewhere in Cave Creek, AZ” on a fairly frequent
basis from places as far away as across the pond in
Europe shows the lasting impression that can really be
left upon people. In fact, the Hideaway Grill creed actually sums it up pretty perfectly: “There Are No Strangers
Here, Just Friends You Haven’t Met Yet.”
The Hideaway Grill, located at 6746 E. Cave Creek
Road in Cave Creek, Arizona 85331. (480) 595-0358,
will be showcasing everything Mark Bradshaw knows to
be killer about Arizona Bike Week, with special events
scheduled for all ten days of the celebration from April
9th thru the 18th. For more detailed information on
what’s happening each day visit www.azbikeweek.com
and www.hideaway-usa.com
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COOLStuff

Biker Wear That
Will Have You
Feelin Cool
BY E. NOR MU S J O H N SO N

The worlds of high fashion, rock ‘n’ roll,
and fine art are drawing inspiration from
motorcyclists, according to a recent New
York Times story, and this certainly isn’t
the first time. Motorcycling has always
exemplified the edge , the opposite of
the status quo, and it’s not surprising that
designers and artists want to align themselves with two-wheeled authenticity.

Leather is Cool Again

JACKETS FOR HER

With this luxury leather jacket from exclusive womens
designer label Ed Hardy, you can look tough and be
fashionable too. It’s 100% Leather (that’s right, dead
cow), with two front patch pockets and press stud fastening. Exclusive stud detail on shoulders. Press stud
neck fastening. Ed hardy leather inscribed gold press
studs. Ed hardy logo on sleeves in gold print, with
studs, zip cuff. Large back design in studs and printed
“ Love Kills Slowly” on back Quilted lining, printed with
skull, dice and flower design.
MSRP $1500.

These great products will have you looking cool no matter what club you ride
with or what poker run you are on.

Guys Don’t Need New Biker Fashions,
They need this New Bike!

EDITION

CROSS BONES

2010 HARLEY
DAVIDSON SOFTAIL,

If you are moving into a new bike and you want the respect you think
you deserve, then you need to get your self the new Cross Bones
Edition Softail from Harley Davidson. Harley-Davidson’s move
toward edgier factory customs seems to be continuing with this
true retro-styled bobber that takes design ideas introduced
by the Nightster and Street Bob a step farther into the custom
realm, which Harley describes as the “Dark Customs”.

• Rigid-mount, 1584 cc Twin Cam 96B balanced engine
6-speed Cruise Drive transmission
• Black powder-coated engine with polished covers and
pushrods and untreated fins
• Electronic Sequential Port Fuel Injection (ESPFI)
• New Gloss Black round air cleaner cover
• Gloss Black painted Springer front end with chrome springs
• Gloss Black mini ape-hanger handlebar
• Gloss Black cat-eye tank console with new
speedometer face
• Gloss Black oil tank and rear fender supports
• New Willie G. signed horseshoe oil tank skull graphic
• Straight shot exhaust with chrome slash-cut mufflers
• Adjustable sprung solo seat with leather lacing
• Chopped front fender with pinstriping

The Veskimo Personal
Cooling System
The Veskimo Personal Cooling System combines a lightweight, breathable Personal Cooling
Vest that is worn under your normal clothing, connected to a Hydration Backpack that is worn over
your clothing. The body cooling vest is supplied
with ice water circulated from the backpack via
a high efficiency battery powered pump. The
system provides long term heat stress relief,
even when worn under heavy insulating clothing,
resulting in more effective body cooling than any
other cool shirt or cool vest on the market.
The heart of the system is a mesh vest onto
which over 50’ of 1/8” I.D. clear plastic tubing

• Bobtail rear fender with pinstriping
• Distinctive five-gallon fuel tank with hand-laced leather tank
panel and pinstriping
• 200 mm rear tire
• Laced Steel front and rear wheels with Gloss Black
painted rims
• Half moon old-school foot boards

All this for a MSRP of $17,000! You can pick one of these
scooters up at Buddy Stubb’s Harley Davidson and
Chester’s Harley Davidson, both sponsors of Arizona
Bike Week and both are local dealers. If you get there now
you can have a sweet ride in time for the spring
riding season.

allows ice water to continually circulate, pumped
from a specially modified three liter Camelback
Hydration Pack. The vest and hydration pack are

connected by short lengths of 3/4” O.D. rubber
tubing with quick-disconnect fittings at the ends.
A hydration pack full of ice and water plus the
battery pack weighs 8 lbs. Water in the reservoir

is also available for drinking via an integrated
drink tube with bite valve. At the flip of a switch
the integrated 12V pump, supplied by a battery
pack of eight single-use alkaline AA batteries, or
10 rechargeable NiMH AA batteries, starts the
circulation. The fully charged battery pack lasts
about eight hours.
Using larger ice cubes, such as those from a
household ice tray, allows the circulating water
to remain cold for about four hours in near triple
digit temperatures. Using smaller pieces of ice
such as those from a convenience store soft drink
dispenser (especially in ambient air temperatures
above 90°), reduces the chill time to about two
hours.
MSRP $349, www.veskimo.com

PHOTOGRAPHY BY : DAVEED BENITO
HAIR & MAKE-UP BY : AMANDA BORBOA
WARDROBE BY : 7th HEAVEN
BIKE PROVIDED BY : SINISTER INDUSTRIES

FEATURE OF THE MONTH

MARY CAREY
ADULT SUPERSTAR • CLUBMARYCAREY.COM

MUSIC

Motley Crue front man

Vince Neil will e performing on
Wednesday, April 1 th
As frontman for M tley Cr e, Vince Neil came to exemplify all things rock and roll the sound, the look, the outrageous lifestyle. Neil’s unmistakable voice leads some of
the greatest rock songs of this generation including Shout
At The Devil, Home Sweet Home, Girls, Girls, Girls, Dr.
eelgood, Kickstart y Heart, Same Ol Situation, and
the recent Saints of os Angeles, which was nominated
for a Grammy Award in early 2009 for Best Hard Rock
Performance.
Raised on the tough streets of Compton, California, Vince
Neil fell in love with music as a child, developing a broad
vocabulary that ranged from classic Motown to hard rock.
As a teenager, he began performing with local bands and
soon discovered both a passion for the stage and a natural talent as a singer and performer. He fronted the popular band Rock Candy before reuniting with high school
buddy Tommy Lee and in 1981, rock and roll history was
sealed with the formation M tley Cr e.

Reunited once again, 1
glam metal and,

0’s American

Ratt, will e performing on
Thursday, April 1 th

THE

MUSIC
of

Prior to selling more than
16 million albums worldwide and establishing itself
as one of the most popular
groups of the 1980s, Ratt
perfected its trademark mix
of guitar heroics, anthemic
hooks and hedonistic attitude
playing the clubs along Los
Angeles’ famed Sunset Strip.
The band signed with Atlantic
Records, releasing its debut in
1984. Out Of The Cellar sold more
than three million copies and rocketed into Billboard’s Top Ten on the
strength of its first single, “ ound
And ound. Peaking at 12 on
Billboard’s Singles chart, the
track was the first in a long
line of hit songs and videos
that made Ratt a fixture on
the radio and MTV as well
as a major live act playing to sold-out crowds
across the nation.
Ratt’s uninterrupted
streak of platinum
records continued
a year later with
Invasion Of Your
Privacy, its second Top 10 album,
followed by 1986’s
Dancing Undercover
and 1988’s Reach For
The S y. After scoring
nine Top 40 Album Rock
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tracks and two Top 40 hits in the ’80s, the band started
a new decade with the 1990 release of Detonator, the
band’s fifth album and a certified-gold hit.

Ari ona native and two-time platinum
country recording artist,

Dierks Bentley, will e performing
on Friday, April 1 th
Not so many years ago, he was singing for tips in Second
Avenue bars and soaking up country music history at his
day job working in the video tape library of the late, great
Nashville Network. Today he’s among the most successful and relevant country singers in the business. They say
Nashville doesn’t work like this anymore - that talented
strivers with no connections don’t stand a chance. But
Dierks Bentley proved that Music City’s engine still runs
and that as a place for education, inspiration and validation, it has no parallel. Critics find him credible. Fans pack
his shows. There are precious few new artists recording
hits today about whom that can be said.
Bentley’s kind of country has never been straight-up-themiddle. Instead, the Arizona-native grew up on a potent
hybrid of honky-tonk, bluegrass, singer/songwriters, classic country and modern rock & roll, forging his own sound
along the way.

Best known for their hit song “Bad to
the Bone”,

Goerge Thorogood and the
Destroyers, will e performing on
Saturday, April 1 th
A blues-rock guitarist who draws his inspiration from
Elmore James, Hound Dog Taylor, and Chuck Berry,
George Thorogood never earned much respect from
blues purists, but he became a popular favorite in the
early 80s through repeated exposure on FM radio and the
arena rock circuit. Thorogood’s music was always loud,
simple, and direct -- his riffs and licks were taken straight
out of 50s Chicago blues and rock & roll -- but his formulaic approach helped him gain a rather large audience in
the 80s, when his albums regularly went gold.

Mogollon,

whose mem ers are from Overgaard,
Ari ona, and are one of the premier
country rock ands in the West,

will e performing on
Sunday, April 1 th

Mogollon has earned the reputation as one of the Premier
Country Rock Entertainment groups in the West and
continues to keep their high standard. Their scope of
performing ability is truly amazing! They can play about
anything, from Hank Williams to Pink Floyd to their
original written songs. With great vocals, incredible guitar
wizardry, dueling fiddles and a high energy stage show,
Mogollon has left people of all ages and all musical tastes
wanting more!

Ticket and pricing information
is available through

www.azbikeweek.com

ROCKY POINT

THE SUN, THE BEACH, THE GIRLS

ROCKY POINT
Blue Zebra
Guau Guau

Puerto Peñasco, Mexico

There’s no need to worry if you can’t speak Spanish guys the art of seduc
tion is not lost in translation Your money will also go a lot further in regards
to private dances and drink specials so don’t think your night is busted ust
because you left that stack of cash back at the hotel The clubs feature nightly
drink and dance specials guaranteeing an affordable and uni ue e perience
each and every night you’re on vacation south of the border The cab drivers in
addition are especially helpful when it comes to getting you to whatever club
you want to visit In most cases you only need to say something remotely close
to the actual name of the club and you’re there
46 |PLAYTIME |APRIL 2010

Since the new year began, we’ve been giving you suggestions for
getaway weekends. Places to go when you need a break from the
monotony of civilization. This month, we offer you a little international
avor. Just a few hours’ drive from Phoenix, Rocky Point, Mexico,
once a sleepy little shing village, has grown exponentially over the
last 20 years as the population of Phoenix has increased. It has become the perfect weekend getaway resort town with plenty to do,
beautiful beaches, beautiful women, and a much more relaxed attitude about adult activities.

Be sure you hit a couple of the locally famous bars like JJ’s Cantina, Black Dog Bar
rill, The Boo Bar, The Camel Toe Cantina,
Sombrero’s, Shark Bite Cantina, or Manny’s Beach Club. You can
also check out The Sand Bar, The Thirsty Parrot, Capones Pizza,
Debbie’s Beach Bar, and Latitude 31 for evening entertainment.
One of the best things about all the bars and restaurants is that they
all take US currency, so there’s no need to change your money when
you arrive. ( any, however, don’t ta e credit cards, so your best bet is
to count on having to pay cash for almost everything.)

Located on the Sea Of Cortez, Rocky Point has a lot to offer to those
who are into any type of water sport, such as excellent shing, sailing, scuba diving, snorkeling, jet skiing, wind sur ng and even whale
watching, if your timing is right. If you’re more of a landlubber, the
nearby sand dunes are ready for dirt-biking and four-wheeling. Renting is also an option if you just want to grab a dune buggy and explore
the area.

Since you’re a Playtime reader, you’re probably most interested in the
world of adult entertainment in Rocky Point, and you’ll be pleased to
know there’s no shortage of activities there, either. There are an abundance of topless “table dance” bars located throughout the city. We
recommend uau uau Showgirls, The Blue ebra, Miau Miau,
Dunas Table Dance and Bar or Mamacitas. All Clubs feature beautiful, exotic girls from Mexico, Cuba, Central America, Brazil, South
America and the US.

CHECK OUT THE

Girls of

If you’re looking to kick off the warm days of spring and summer, and
don’t feel like a wholesome trip to the high country, make the three
hour drive to Rocky Point for some lush, inexpensive entertainment
and relaxation in the company of some of the nest girls Mexico has
to offer.

dunas

Mamacitas

Everything is cheaper in Mexico, and that includes dining. Even
though they cater to tourists, you won’t get gouged in Rocky Point,
and can have a ne dinner for a fraction of what a similar meal would
cost you here in the valley. As far as nightlife, there are enough bars
and clubs to keep you busy for months, from those that are in some
of the big resorts, to the little local places that only your cab driver will
tell you about.

There’s also no need to worry if you can’t speak Spanish guys, because the art of seduction is not lost in translation. Your money will
also go a lot further in regards to private dances and drink specials,
so don’t think your night is busted just because you left that stack of
cash back at the hotel. The clubs feature nightly drink and dance
specials, guaranteeing an affordable and unique experience each
and every night you’re on vacation south of the border. The cab drivers, in addition, are especially helpful when it comes to getting you to
whatever club you want to visit. In most cases you only need to say
something remotely close to the actual name of the club and you’re
there.

Miau Miau

Resorts are abound in Rocky Point and most of them have been built
within the last ten to fteen years. You’re bound to nd something
within your budget, with options ranging in price from the Los Palomas Beach and Golf resort, which starts $192.00 per night, to the
Playa Inn at a mere $64 per night. And if you have no budget, or
you’re more adventurous, there’s always camping on the beach and
spending the night under the beautiful Sonoran skies with the sound
of the waves to lull you to sleep.

Rocky Point >>>>

PHOTOGRAPHY BY : JIM KEELER HAIR & MAKE-UP BY : VICTOR UIROZ, ANDRES & PAUL KARO
WARDROBE BY : 7th HEAVEN
SPECIAL THANKS TO LISETH YEOMANS
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THE GIRLS OF ROCKY POINT

CANDY Ashley

T H E

Karla
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Lesly

BEING SCENE
BEING SCENE

GINA LYNN
VISITS

BABES
CABARET

CLAUDIA MONET ENTERTAINS US AT
THE HILITER SHOWCLUB

BEING SCENE

MORE CLAUDIA MONET

BEING SCENE

UNIQ HITS
THE DUB
SHOW

SE HEALTH

OF PLEASURE
POWER
MANIFESTING YOUR DESIRES WITH SE MAGICK
by Dr. Susan May

THE
Part 2 of

In the last issue, I shared the story of Eve, who attributes her million-dollar lottery win to sex magick, using orgasmic energy to open a conduit
to Creation. To most of us, practicing magic sounds like wishful fantasy,
if not downright blasphemy. If we, as mere mortals, could harness the
ability to consciously alter our world, wouldn’t that be dangerous?
Donald Michael Kraig, author of odern Sex agic : Secrets of
Erotic Spirituality, says we’re all magicians, whether we know it or not.
While non-magicians think life happens by fate or chance, magicians
influence the future through conscious actions and ritual. If you’ve ever
used creative visualization or positive affirmations, you’ve practiced a
form of magic.
I’ll paraphrase Kraig’s summary of the core theories of magick and sex
magick, passed down from ancient mystics
All actions have magickal reactions. Our thoughts, feelings and deeds
directly impact our world, and magicians assume personal responsibility
for their lives. agick is not something you do, it’s something you are
your conscious way of being, in all aspects of self.
Magick involves the creation, manipulation and direction of mental,
emotional spiritual and sexual life force energy (chi). Creation on the
“astral plane” (spiritual realm of meditation, imagination and dreams)
leads to creation on the physical plane. What you imagine with focused
energy will eventually manifest, so maintain a positive attitude. When
you’ve completed a magickal ritual, let it go. Don’t dwell on it or question whether you did it right, as doubts can defeat your outcome.
A ritual’s success is inversely proportional to time. It’s easier to influence events in the near future, so create rituals to manifest your shortterm goals. This also enables to track your success and refine your
techniques, as magick is both a science and an art, and improves with
practice.
Magick is synergstic. The combined force of two or more people directing their energy to a common goal is more powerful than a single person. Magick also creates synergy between heavenly and earthly realms
– calling spiritual forces to assist you on the physical plane. Traditinal
magickal rituals involve invocation (calling on gods, angels or helpers)
and evocation (creating a physical representation of these spiritual
energies). Magick, in itself, is not “good” or “evil.” Trained magicians are
taught to do no harm. If you use ritual to intentionally hurt another, the
universal laws of karma will eventually create a magical backlash.
In sexual magick, each act of sexual intercourse produces an effect
on the creative (astral) plane. The thought held at orgasm is a magical trigger, so it’s crucial to hold a focused image of your outcome or
keep your mind blank to allow your subconscious desires to manifest.
Powerful energy is built through “potent orgasm,” by clearing your mind
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and focusing your attention on the animalistic, physical need for climax.
You may also increase power through utilizing the ejaculate, which can
be swallowed, absorbed or used to “charge” objects or draw magical
symbols. Techniques that raise chi energy (Tantra, “fire” breath, etc.)
can also be employed, as sex magick can be energetic, physical or
both.
In the next issue, I’ll prepare you for creating your own sexual magickal
ritual.
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Sinful
XXXHardcore Films

CINEMA

NO PANTIES

ALLOWED
STUDIO

DIRECTOR
JAMES DEEN
RUNTIME 2hrs
min
BY E. NORMUS JOHNSON

STARRING

If you are the kind of guy who lives for that fleeting breeze that blows
up the short ruffled skirt of the hot girl next to you on the smoking
patio or at the pump of your local gas station, and reveals that pretty
little pink pussy or perfect apple ass, then this movie is for you. The
subject of this film is underwear or rather a lack thereof and the
misadventures of the lovely ladies who have made this wonderful
wardrobe choice.
The first scene features our star oanna Angel as she enjoys the
breeze on a marble terrace somewhere in Europe. The breeze ruffles
her little skirt as we are teased by glimpses of her inner beauty.
ames Deen steps in and after making her cum on the patio, she
makes him explore all her holes then explode inside the room. The
visual really amps up the voyeur factor with all the natural light and
the true passion these two seem to share for one another.
Draven and Brian Street Team engage each other in a somewhat
meaningless scene. I say meaningless by plot, acting, writing and
camera only. And in the realm of pronography those can seem quite
meaningless. Regardless, Draven’s pussy is the true star of this
scene and it really does shine. She sucks and fucks Brian Street team
to exhaustion. Her slim beautiful body shining with sweat and Brian’s
man goo. An inserted scene featuring some tremendous insertion.
The next scene features the brunette beauty Andy San Dimas doing
her laundry. Everytime she bends over her pussy screams for attention, she bumps it up against the glass of the washer as she bends
over for some laundry. Your inner perve begins to scream. ust then
a couple af yahoos bust in on her and begin to watch TV. When the
first guy leaves, she finishes her argument with the second guy she
proceeds to fuck his brains out until he finishes in her mouth.
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Coco Velvett is sitting on the couch in a hot little black ruffled sundress playing video games. As she is playing we get small shots of
her shaved snatch as she struggles with the game. As Brian Street
Team walks in and discusses the finer points of putting decals on a
chair, she (for some reason) begs him to fuck her. When he ignores
her, she plays with herself until she realizes he won’t notice her and
then returns to her game. ust then he turns around and sees her
bent over the couch. Now who’s begging? He jumps into her like
she’s the local Wet n’ Wild. Coco rocks his world and then sucks him
dry. This scene would defintely bring some of you geekier pocket
rockers a whole handful of serious wack time.
In our last scene the pink haired beauty Skin reveals some of her
lovely assets while in an interview with oanna. A just as we find out
that this is her first boy/girl scene on film, ames Deen comes into
frame and begins to give this heterosexual video virgin a good lesson. Shot in the same natural light as the first scene of the film, this
scene makes a good wrap to the picture. And in much the same ultra
orgasmic fashion that greeted us in the first scene of this movie, Skin
does not disappoint. After reaching orgasm she finshes ames Deen
like a true pro with explosive results.
While this movie does suffer from some editorial and production
errors, it more than makes up for it in hot and horny action. oanna
Angel is hypnotic to watch as it seems she is about to blow up in true
orgasmic ecstacy at any moment. Every girl enjoyed each and every
thrust. I would say it must be hard to not be DTF (Down To Fuck) if you
walk around all day with no panties and the warm summer breeze is
tickling at your love pocket. There are some really cool extras including a hot POV blowjob with oanna and Coco Velvett at the joy stick.
The rest of the extras are pretty usual including weblinks and a gallery
of shots from the movie. Definitely a three tissue production.

SE & SPIRITUALITY

Sometimes

All You Do is
SE & SPIRITUALITY

NOT ENOUGH

BY I N A L A UG H I N G W I N D S
A .A .S.E.C .T. C ER T I F I E D

M LE K U S H M . A . M . F. C. C. M A R R I A G E & S E

CO UN SELOR

There are times when all you do is not enough. You feel restless and
discontented with your life. There comes a time when all that you have
done and all that you have accomplished feels empty.

ate personal life. I am not preaching irresponsibility. Taking responsibility for getting your needs met with good communication and negotiation
is a key component to any agreement.

Your life becomes a movement from one day to the next, doing the
things that are required of you, yet leaving you unfulfilled and questioning, is there more? How can you find the passion in living again, the
challenge of accomplishments when the routine is providing for your
family but killing you inside?

With spring in the air it is time to birth something new in your life. It is
time to feel alive again and share it with anyone who can stand to be
around your happiness.

Is your main activity working? When was the last time you did something
you wanted to do, on your schedule? Has your life lost its meaning and
purpose? Or, are you working so hard to make ends meet that meaning
and purpose equals putting food on the table and paying the bills?
When your life no longer has any adventure in it, when your passions are
small streamlets of rainwater and not a rushing river of potential, then
hope and happiness are often times absent. Despair and boredom
become your enemies.
Life is meant to be lived on the edge. Think of a ledge overlooking a
great seascape. Do you seek the shelter of the flat land or do you look
over and desire to jump into the ocean waves and see what is below the
surface? To keep a relationship alive you must be willing to step onto the
ledge of Knowledge. This requires you to continue to learn and go into
arenas you are not comfortable in.
A relationship is either growing or it is dying. With enough time one or
the other will prove itself to be true. More often than not, with time relationship do not end suddenly they slowly disintegrate until one or both
partners is ready for a divorce
How do you rejoice in your relationship and keep it alive? The only way
to do this is to make good agreements with your partner. Preferably
when you first start dating but it is never too late. Well sometimes it is too
late, and then you just need to move on and end it with as much respect
and dignity you both can muster.
If it is not too late then find someone who can teach you how to challenge your life, how to fold your parachute properly, or scuba dive.
Discover how to explore a new and wondrous world that can stimulate
your life and awaken your passions.
The key is, once you are awake again, share your passions with the
ones you love. Be more energetic, more inquisitive inviting them to join
you in an adventure or two. Encourage them to explore their own desires
and adventures. Any adventure is a good one IF you stand accountable
for your actions and make good agreements with those in your immedi-
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INA
LAU HIN WINDS MLEKUSH, Marriage Counselor, Sex
Counselor A.A.S.E.C.T. Certified. Amer. Assoc. of Sexual Educators,
Counselors and Therapists. A Private Practice working with Individuals
and Couples dealing with traditional marriages and alternative life styles.
Learn the Art of Sacred Sexuality. Couples and Individuals Welcome.
See Ina’s videos on YouTube, Search for: SexualSolutions
CALL 623 465-9151
ffice Hours 9a.m. 6 p.m. or visit our Web
Site: www.spiritualsexuality.com

Ask

NIKKI
ADVICE ON LOVE
SE RELATIONSHIPS
AND MUCH MORE

B Y NIKK I NOVA
Hello everyone. I am Nikki Nova, adult model & film star, and Playboy TV
host. I have been in the adult business for 13 years and counting. Throughout
those years I have experienced a vast array of characters, situations, relationships and yes, some “sexspiriments” along the way. All of these things have
given me a certain amount of wisdom in specific areas and subjects of life that
I had absolutely no idea what I was going to do with until now. I am here for
you to ask any questions that you may have on sex, dating and/or relationships. I will give you advice based on my own experiences and those of my
friends and co-workers. Mind you my co-workers are porn stars, centerfolds,
and yes even ladies of a certain timeless profession. I may not be a Dr. but I
do have a naughty nurses outfit or two and a nice big velvet sofa for you to lay
back on and confide in me while I play therapist so ask away....xo.

Being that Bike Week is this month I have chosen to feature questions
that are related to this months local “festivities”

Q

I have always had a thing for bikers but it seems like they have
all been bad news and the relationships never last. I decided
to try something different and started dating this guy I met at
the grocery store. Kinda cute and really sweet. My family loves him and
he treats me great. I’m just not turned on by him though. Straight up he
just doesn’t make my pussy wet. Do you think I will grow to love him?
What should I do? Am I doomed to be with a “bad boy” and never have
what I need?
Misty

A

Misty get the hell out of your relationship RIGHT NOW! You
keep saying he’s great and perfect and your family loves him
BUT ..umm….helloo…Misty…you do NOT. That’s the important thing. YOU are the one in a relationship with him. You are doing
both of you a HUGE injustice by staying there. You are keeping him
from finding someone who WILL love him and you are keeping yourself
stuck with someone that you are clearly NOT into. What are you thinking? Most of the heat in any relationship is in the beginning. If you don’t
even have it now then it really doesn’t have a chance. Like it or not sex
IS a big part of a relationship. If you are attracted to bikers then dump
him soon (nicely of course) so you can get your single ass to all of the
festivities of bike week and find you a new hottie or at LEAST have some
fun! For the record there ARE some great guys that are bikers. Keep
looking until you find that person that is right FOR YOU. Got me? Yes
lots of bikers are bad news but you know what, so are lots of other types
of men. Good men are becoming harder and harder to find these days
but if you don’t keep putting yourself out there then all you are doing is
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guaranteeing that you will not find what you are looking for. Pull out that
cute halter and grab some friends and get to all of the fun that bike week
has in store for you. I think the vibration of the machine in between your
legs will do you some good. haha.

Q

I just started seeing this hot ass stripper a couple months ago.
She works at Skin and she is cool as hell. I’m so into her but I
have this thing for having sex in risky places. She seems little
shy. I mean she’s a stripper yeah but outside of the club she’s
just like any other normal chick. I need to at least do things like this once
in a while. Do you have any suggestions?
Rodney

A

Yes Rodney I do! Ya gotta break the ice a little bit. Obviously
Bike Week is coming up and there will be tons of partying and
people and places and opportunities for debauchery. Lol. Take
her to some of the more happening and busier events. Have some
drinks and some fun and believe me there will be PLENTY of other exhibitionists walking around in teeny bikinis and flashing their boobs and
other things haha. It will be a less intimidating type of setting for her to
take some risk with you. She will have fun and get caught u in the energy
and loosen up a bit. Tell her it would really turn you on and how she is
the hottest thing there and you just really need her. Find somewhere to
duck into and go to town. Be sure and tell her afterwards that it was the
hottest thing you guys have ever done together and how you were just
so turned on by it. This will set you up for future “events”. Report back
with what happened. I want to know!

Q

I was dating this guy for like 8 months and everything was fine.
I heard him talking to ex on the phone and saying something
about her coming to town for bike week with her cousins. All of
a sudden he started fighting with me about everything and then broke
up with me for something so stupid! My phone was in my car. I was carrying in the groceries and forgot to go back and get it. I ate dinner and
went to sleep and when I went to go to sleep he started banging on my
door like a freak. He was yelling at me and accusing me of cheating on
him and asking me why I wasn’t answering my phone etc and so on. I
realized my phone was still in my car and even showed him. He called
me a lying whore and broke up with me. Wtf? I am so pissed but I am
also still in shock and I kind of want him to see me. This all happened
about a month ago and I just got my boobs done a week after that and
I look good. Lol. I want him to see me just so I can blow him off. Is that
stupid?

A

Haha. Yes It is a little childish but you know what it also is?
HUMAN NATURE! Hahaha. Grab a friend or two, put on a cute
little top and head to where all of the chrome and loud noises
are coming from. Hopefully he will see you and regret his actions. Even
if he doesn’t, who cares? ust by going and having some fun, you will
probably be reminded of how many guys there are out there and how
much fun there is to be had. ust promise me that even if he does see
you and grovels that you will not leave with him. Find someone better or
maybe even get a few numbers of a few guys that can appreciate you
for the hot woman that you are and know how to treat you. Basically find
and man and stop wasting time with boys.

Anyone else out there have a question for me?
Or an experience that they would like to share?
Write me and perhaps your question will be next! You can
write me letters and mail them to
Nikki Nova
4331 E. Baseline Rd B-105 431
ilbert, A .,85234
You can always email me too at nn nikkinova.com
Please remember that I get a lot of emails and not all of them can be
in the maga ine

LAUGHS
BEYOND THE BLUE PILL
There was a wife and a husband that were having bad sex so the wife went to the doctor and
the doctor gave her a bottle of pills and said
”put one of these in your husbands coffee each
morning”. So the rst morning she put one in
his coffee and that night they had really good
sex.. better than they ever had before. The next
morning she said ”if one can do that what can
two do”. So that night they had really good sex
that she almost cried. So the next morning she
said ”if two can do that what can the whole
bottle do”. The next morning the doctor called
and a little boy answered the phone. The doctor said ”I had a persciption from your mom to
your dad”. The little boy said ”I know, I know
my mom’s dead, my sister’s pregnant, my butt
hole’s sore and my dad’s out side running
around going here kitty kitty kitty”.

are you here for?” they asked.
”Well”, said the third dog, ”my owner likes to do
her housework in the nude. The other day, she
was vaccuming and she knelt down to vacuum
under the sofa and I just couldn’t help myself.
I hopped on her back and had the ride of my
life.” The other dogs nodded in sympathy. ”So
she’s having you put to sleep too, huh?”
”No”, said the dog, ”I’m getting my nails
clipped.”

THE LORD’S PRAYER FOR THOSE
WHO KNOW TOO MUCH
Lord, Grant me the serenity to accept the things
I cannot change, the courage to change the
things I cannot accept, and the wisdom to hide
the bodies of those people I had to kill because
they were to stupid to live,

LOVE THE SMELL OF YOUR HAIR

THE FROG WHO NEVER LISTENS

Everyday a woman went to work, a man walked
up to her, smelled her hair and said,”Your
hair smells so nice!” This went on for about a
week until she nally had enough and led a
complaint against the man for sexual harassment. She told them about the man and how
he smelled her hair every morning. They said,
”How can that be sexual harassment? He is just
complimenting you on the smell of your hair!”
The woman replied,”But he’s a midget!!”

This guy walks into the bar and sees a gorgeous blonde sitting on a bar stool all alone.
So the guy sits down next to her and pulls a
small box from his pocket. He opens it and
there’s a frog inside.

BAD DOG

They get there and she takes all of her clothes
off, gets into the bed and spreads her legs. The
guy sets the frog right between her legs and it
just sits there not moving at all.
The blond says, “Well? what’s up?”
The frog still does not move.
So the guy leans over to the frog and says, “All
right, I’m only going to show you how to do this
one more time!”

Three dogs were sitting in the waiting room at
the veterinarian’s. One of the dogs was hanging
its head and sighing. The second dog turned
to him and asked, ”What are you in here for
buddy?” The dog looked depressed. ”I’m in big
trouble”, he said. ”My owner has a really nice
sports car with leather seats. I just love to go
for rides in it. Well, the other day, he took me
for a ride and I was so excited, I peed on the
nice leather seat. Now he’s having me put to
sleep.”
”I know how you feel”, said the second dog.
”My owners have a beautiful, expensive oriental
rug. The other day they were late getting home
from work and I just couldn’t help myself. I shit
all over their nice carpet and ruined it. They’re
having me put to sleep too.” Both dogs turned
to the third dog in the waiting room. ”So what
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The blonde says, “He’s cute, but does he do
tricks?” The guy says, “Yea, he licks pussy.”
So after talking with her for several minutes, he
convinces her to come with him to his apartment.

THE THREE INCH POCKET BUDDY
So this guy walks into a bar and says to the bartender “Give me two single whiskies”
“Sure” the bartender replies, “do you want them
both now or one at a time?”
“Oh, both now” replies the guy, “one’s for me

DIRTY JOKES,
LIMERICKS, PICTURES
AND ANY THING ELSE
TO MAKE YOU LAUGH

and one’s for my little friend here” and with that
the guy pulls a three inch tall man out of his shirt
pocket.
The Bartender looked at the little man in amazement and asked, “Can he drink?”
“Sure” replied the guy and with that the three
inch tall man supped back his whiskey.
“That’s amazing” replied the bartender, “what
else can he do? Can he walk?”
With that the guy ips a quarter down to the
other end of the bar and asks the little fella to
get it. Sure enough, he runs down the bar and
retrieves the coin, picks it up and jogs back to
the guy.
“That really is amazing” replied the bartender,
“Can he talk?”
“Of course” says the guy, “Hey im, tell him
about that time we were in Africa and you decided to fuck with the witch-doctor and...”

HE WHO S UEEZES LAST
The local pub was so sure that its landlord
was the strongest man around that it offered a
standing $1,000 bet that no could beat him.
The challenge was that the landlord would
squeeze a lemon until all the juice ran out into a
beer glass, then hand the lemon to the customer. Anyone who could squeeze even one more
drop out of the lemon would win the money.
Over the years many people had tried this, truck
drivers, weightlifters and all had failed.
Then one day this frail little fella with heavy
rimmed spectacles came into the bar and
asked if he could try the challenge. After the
laughter had subsided the landlord said that it
was only fair that the man be given a chance at
the bet, so he picked up a lemon and started
squeezing.
Once he was done he handed the remains to
the little man who promptly squeezed out 4
more drops of juice onto the bar.
Everyone looked on in amazement as the landlord handed over the prize and asked “What
do you do for a living that has given you such
strength? Are you a lumberjack, weightlifter,
what?”
“No” the man replied, “I work for the IRS.”

ARIES

(Mar. 21- Apr. 20)
Do not be too prompt to give
your opinion. Listen to others
attentively this month. The possibilities of a voyage will be
favorable. This will be a good
month in terms of moneymaking connections. Do not let
others limit your say on how
you feel on family matters. Your
lucky events this month will
take place on Mondays.

TAURUS

(Apr. 21- APRIL 21)

HOROSCOPE

WHAT’S

YOUR

SIGN?
BY MADAME TROYS H E N K A
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April is the time for you to find
ways to improve your health.
Keeping company secrets
may lead to problems down
the road, keep out of business matters that don’t concern
you. Start a conversation with
your significant other about the
upcoming summer season,
now is the time to plan a trip.
Communication will be tough
for you this month, tread carefully around those close to you.
Your lucky events this month
will take place on Thursday.

GEMINI

(APRIL 22-June 21)
Good vibrations surround you in
April. Money will bring out emotions in you, you never thought
you had. This month would be
a great time to spend time with
the kids and extended family.
You will be recognized for all
your hard work this month. Your
lucky events will take place on
Saturday.

CANCER

(June 22-July 22)
Try not to spend time with your
colleagues if you want to avoid
problems. You will benefit from
going out and enjoying a concert or a local show this month.
You will be more emotional than
usual so refrain from hanging
around those easily offended

or being offended yourself. You
will feel a lot of pressure from
those around you, take pains
to ensure this doesn’t happen.
Your lucky events this month
will take place on Wednesday.

LEO

(July 23-Aug 22)
Cook what tastes good to you
this month. Experiment with
new flavors. You will do better
to channel your energy into
your work. Your spending habits can cause you a lot of problems later in the month. So be
sure to watch your money carefully. The organization(s) you
are a member of will definitely
put a strain on your emotions,
try to keep an open mind. Your
lucky events this month will
take place on Friday.

VIRGO

(Aug. 23 -Sept. 23)
Things do not bode well for the
more emotionally challenged
Virgos. If you put yourself into
unusual circumstances you will
meet unusual people. Think
logically before jumping to conclusions, you may be heading
down the wrong path. You will
excel at learning new things in
April. Your lucky events will take
place on Friday.

LIBRA

(Sept. 24 -Oct. 23)
Make sure you to take the time
for family you do not see often.
Be careful around cars and
heavy machinery this month
if you are feeling blue or on
shaky ground. Stand up and
you will be noticed at work for
your opinions. Your ability to
deal well with people will prove
especially useful this month.
Your lucky events will take place
on Thursday.

SCORPIO

(Oct. 24 - Nov. 22)
This is a good month to let your significant other pay
for a change. Now is the time to shake off those friends
who do nothing but drag you down. Do not give your
time or money freely this month. It will bring you no
gains. This is a great time for a complete makeover.
Your lucky events this month will take place on Friday.

SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 -Dec. 21)

You are pushing people away by being too close to
them, relax and it will work itself out. Be careful when
dealing with friends with secrets. New information you
receive this month will bring you great gains in the
future if you use this info wisely. A family vacation will
cost you more than you anticipated so be frugal and
you will be rewarded with a grand adventure. Your lucky
events will take place on Monday.

CAPRICORN
(Dec 22.- Jan. 20)

Your words will be taken out of context and used
against you by those in your office that you do not get
along with, be prepared. You may get caught in an
emotional triangle, navigate those troubling waters with
a little foresight and intuition. Eating healthy should be
a priority this month. You will be spending more time
with friends than you anticipated. Your lucky events this
month will take place on Tuesday.

AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 -Feb. 19)

Now is not a good time to expand your business. If
you hunker down you may avoid any unnecessary
legal matters. Now is not the time for deadlines or
ultimatums. You may have to do some investigation in
order to find the person revealing all your secrets at the
office. Your lucky events this month will take place on
Monday.

PISCES

(Feb. 20-Mar. 20)
Embrace the Piscean nature to live for the moment.
Embrace you family and friends and do something
completely spontaneous. You will remember it for years
to come. Now is the time to take on the sort of life that
leads you to exotic locations. You will eat healthier and
feel healthier than you have felt in a long time . Be honest and those around you will protect you. Your lucky
events this month will take place Sunday.

SERVICES
RECOMMENDED

THE MARKETPLACE

PLAYTIME’S PICKS
F U N

D I R E C T O R Y

TOPLESS CLUBS
1 • Babes
2011 N. Scottsdale
480-947-9909
• Baby olls
3522 NW Grand Ave
602-336-9777
3 • Bandaids
2548 N. 7th Street
602-254-0811
• Bliss
1926 W. Deer Valley Rd.
623-780-8502
5 • Bombshells
4420 E. Thomas Rd.
602-840-5143
6 • Bourbon Street Circus
2901 E. Thomas Rd.
6602-956-9650
• Bush Company
2980 Grand Ave.
602-254-2874
8 • The Candy Store
18613 N. Cave Creek
602-569-0084
• Centerfolds Cabaret
2031 W. Peoria
602-678-4664
1 • Cheetahs
4125 N. 7th Street
602-265-8487(TITS)
11 • Christie’s Cabaret
44 N. 32nd Street
602-275-3095
1 • Christie’s Cabaret
1675W. Baseline Rd.
480-456-1015
13 • Coyote Cabaret
13724 W. Glendale
623-935-7335
1 • esert Flame
11145 E. Apache Trail
480-984-1400

1 • Pink Cabaret
6789 W. Northern
623-937-PINK

• Castle Megastore
8315 E. Apache Trail
480-986-6114

3 • Trails
24 W. 5th Street
480-968-6970

• Skin
1137 N. Scottsdale
480-425- SKIN

1 • Castle Megastore
21815 N. 26th Ave
623-434-1390

31 • Trails
1029 N. Alma School
480-786-0234

3 • Sonnys
19011 S. Arizona Ave
480-963-6632

11 • Castle Megsatore
222 N. 44th Street
602-286-9488

3 • Trails
300 W. Camelback
602-265-6653

• Wild Cat
3155 E. McDowell Rd
602-275-2188

1 • Fascinations
16428 N. 32nd Street
602-482-3633

33 • Trails
1612 W. Bell Rd.
602-938-0045

5 • plicit
11701 W. Glendale Ave.
623-872-1365

NUDE CLUBS
1 • Bush Company
2980 Grand Ave.
602-254-2874
• Centerfolds Cabaret
2031 W. Peoria
602-678-4664
3 • ream Palace
815 N. Scottsdale Rd.
480-921-8870
• Eve’s Tease
3737 W. Indian School
602-272-4401
5 • Le Girls
5151 E. Washington
602-244-8000
6 • Magic City
3790 NW Grand Ave.
602-249-7292
• Southern E posure
3420 S. Central Ave
602-268-9145

ADULT LINGERIE
& SMOKE SHOPS
1 • th Heaven Bodywear
9812 N. 7th Street
602-906-0777
• th Heaven Bodywear
2404 N. Scottsdale Rd.

15 • iamond acks
3845 E. University Dr.
602-414-4600

3 • Adam & Eve
222 W. Southern Ave
480-557-0253

16 • ivas
3614 W. McDowell
602-272-3888

• Ana’s Creations
2229 E. McDowell
602-486-7119

1 • HiLiter
4716 N. 12th Street
602-234-0128

5 • Body Envy
6750 W. Peoria 105
623-878-6322

18 • aguars Gold Club
1902 N. Black Canyon
602-352-0240

6 • Castle Megastore
5501 E. Washington
602-231-9837

1 • ISS
4516 N. 19th Ave.
602-973-1280

• Castle Megastore
300 E. Camelback Rd.
602-266-3348

• Pantera
4139 W. Indian School
602-278-5555

8 • Castle Megastore
8802 N. Black Canyon
602-995-1641

13 • Fascinations
411 S. Mill Ave.
480-237-0167
1 • Fascinations
838 W. Elliot Street
480-222-0040
15 • reamgirls Bouti ue
4747 E. Thomas Rd
602-954-8544
16 • Lingerie Superstore
400 West Indian School
1 • Lingerie Superstore
4715 South Rural
18 • Secrets
5021 W. Indian School
623-245-3008
1 • Smokin Lingerie
& Smoke Shop
1450 N. Scottsdale
480-941-5234

3 • Trails
1802 W. Bethany Home
602-249-5453
35 • Triangles
2013 N. Scottsdale
480-947-6562

ONE ON ONE, PRIVATE,
BIKINI, AND
LINGERIE MODELING
1 • Laceys
2828 W. Weldon Ave
602-248-4900
• The IP Room
2010 W. Ironwood
602-943-8471

SOCIAL CLUBS
1 • iscretions
3304 N. 27th Ave.
602-528-3878

TATTOOS & PIERCING

• The Adult Shoppe
111 S. 24th St.
602-306-1130

1 • Blue ragon
5008 W. Northern Ave. Ste 5
623-939-8244

1 • The Adult Shoppe
2345 W. Holly St.
602-253-7126

• Club Tattoo
825 South Rural Road
480-774-2582

• The Book Cellar
1838 NW Grand Ave.
602-252-6446
3 • The Book Cellar
6537 N. 59th Ave.
623-939-3411
• The Book Cellar
4029 E. Washington
602-275-0015
5 • Trails
5925 W. Olive
623-939-8634
6 • Trails
1423 S. Country Club
480-649-0908
• Trails
3131 E. Bell Rd.
602-482-1711
8 • Trails
3501 W. Bethany Home
602-249-2095
• Trails
2501 E. Indian School
602-957-4587

3 • Club Tattoo
1212 East Apache Boulevard
480-902-0943
• Club Tattoo
1423 South Country Club Drive
480-464-2582
5 • Creative Skin
4935 W. Glendale Ave. Ste. 2
creativeskintattoo.com
6 • HTC of Phoeni
12416 N 28th Dr Ste 20
602-942-8810
• HTC ptown
4634 N. 7th Ave.
602-266-0088
8 • HTC of Tempe
808 S Ash
480-784-4460
• Timeless Art Tattoo
6612 West Olive Avenue
623-939-0969
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